
A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Each character has a small number of questions to fill out in addition to the 
usual procedure of filling out the playbook.

Across the following pages are the questions that each playbook will fill out, 
followed by a page directed at the MC.

How the Earthshaper Stole Winterlight



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

You weren’t found in your room, and instead were found outside by the stables.
What excuse did you give for being there?

Despite Kram’s reputation and deeds, what makes you so interested in him?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Winterlight: Airshaper



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

You’ve been a victim of Kram before.
What did he do to you previously?

What special countermeasures did you employ to prevent that from happening again?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Winterlight: Aristocrat



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

You served with Kram in the Earth Corps before he was discharged. 
What were your impressions of him?

What was the most impressive thing you’ve ever seen him do with earthshaping?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Winterlight: Earthshaper



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

You served time with Kram a while back.
What was he in for that time?

Kram swore he was turning over a new leaf.
What pushed him back to crime?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Winterlight: Fireshaper



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

You apprehended Coal-Eyes after his last crime. 
What did he do?

What did Coal-Eyes swear to you as he was being taken away?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

If you have an Animal Companion, they may not take the Hound move.

Winterlight: Hunter



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

You grew up with Kram. 
Was he always a bad seed, or did he change somewhere along the way?

Has Kram ever done anything to you personally?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Winterlight: Monk



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

You got a note from Kram a week ago, practically telling you he’d do this.
Why didn’t you take it seriously?

Who is the one person you’ve told about the note?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Winterlight: Peasant



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

You met Kram on the way to Frosthall, though he’d called himself “Old Nick”. 
What did you mention to him that you now realize you shouldn’t have?

In hindsight, what distinctive physical feature should have given him away?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Winterlight: Scholar



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

You’ve heard whispers from The Beyond that Kram could be innocent this time. 
What reasoning have they given?

 
Why do you pray that they’re right?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Winterlight: Spiritshaper



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

You were the first to find the gifts missing.. 
What was the state of the crime scene?

What calling card did Coal-Eyes leave that you recognized immediately?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Winterlight: Warrior



A fire crackles in the hearth of Elder San’s room above Frosthall. There is a 
grave look in his eyes as he turns to all of you, having summoned you from your 
rooms in the middle of the night. It is Winterlight’s Eve, the night before the 
festival of giving that takes place each winter solstice.

“I will be brief. One hour ago, all the gifts being held beneath the Giving Tree 
in the great hall were stolen. We know the culprit; the thief is none other than 
Kram Coal-Eyes, earthshaping prodigy and notorious jack-of-all-crimes. You 
all have experience with Kram, so I beg of you, get the presents back! If they are 
not under the Tree by morning, Winterlight will be ruined!”

What gift did you have on the pile that you most want returned?

Frosthall is deep in the heart of your people’s lands. 
What makes this place so special that everyone travels here? 

What’s a special feature of the hall that Kram definitely knows about? How did he find 
out about it from you?

Coal-Eyes is still nearby, you’re sure of it. The snow is cold, the fire burns on, 
and the wind howls outside the small window. This is where play begins.

Winterlight: Watershaper



To The MC:
The MC has a few questions they can answer fairly quickly.
The first thing to go over with the players is the desired tone. This scenario is 
perfect for a light-hearted holiday escapade (just like how an Avatar Christmas 
episode might have been), but it can also be a bit more serious and heist-y if 
that’s what you want. The potential ambiguity of Kram’s guilt and the possible 
suspicious behavior of others makes for a fairly good place to start in a more 
serious version of the scenario.

While obviously inspired by the Dr. Seuss classic, the players’ relationships 
with Kram add a new dimension of humanity that the Grinch never had in the 
beginning. Even if it’s clear that Kram is the villain and no one is interested in 
disputing that, have Kram remind them of their time together.

While Kram is the clear opposition, don’t forget that there are other places to 
create conflict. The wilds areound Frosthall, Kram’s new partners, the raging 
weather, and even the mysterious Frosthall itself (lit by dim, flickering cnadles 
that cast long concealing shadows across the hall) can be points of suspense, 
tnesion, and action.

Plot: The Secrets of Frosthall

Event 1: The lights of Frosthall go out.

Threats:
The creaking shadows. Landscape: Darkness (instinct: to conceal danger).
Threat move: When you realize you are alone in the dark, roll +Keen. On a 7 or 
greater, you hear a voice or two. On a 10 or greater, you recognize one of them.

Event 2: Frosthall’s walls shiver and thump, as if there were people on the roof 
or moving about beneath the floor.

Threats:
Kram’s partners, Comet & Cupid. Predator: Panther (instinct: to hunt, to ambush)


